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Graduating on time?

Editor in
chief may Only 20 percent did in 2005
be on ballot
Is this a violation of
the 1st Amendment?
By

Lenita Williams
Contributor
The student government assoto put the editor in
1 chief position of

ciation seeks

JHBBI

the A&T
Register on the

ballot.
Article five of

A&T's

constitution covers the
executive branch

of the SGA. It
"The
Arnita Moody
Student
Government
Association general elections
shall be held during the spring
states,

semester on the fourth
Wednesday in March or on
another date designated by the
Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs. The candidates for the
Student Government Association

President, Vice-President for

Internal Affairs, the
Vice-President for External
Affairs, Secretary, Attorney
General, Treasurer, Miss A&T,
Senators, Sophomore Class

Officers, Junior Class Officers,

Senior Class Officers, Student
Judiciary Council, Editor-nChief of the A&T Register as
well as proposed referenda

and/or amendments to this
Constitution shall take place on
the secret Ballot at that time."
Currently the editor in chief
position is picked by a panelist of
faculty members who know the

work ethics and skills of the possible applicants.
Vintricia Alexander is the
chair of the rules and regulations
committee for the Senate.
"I deal with any changes to the
constitution like the elections,"
she said.
Alexander said there are about
11 members on this committee.
"There has been a lot of complaints about the paper, and we
were wondering what can the
senate do about it, and we
thought if we voted on it, some
ofthe problems could be

resolved," Alexander said
"Instead of the board picking
one person, they would pick two
people and it would be voted on
by the student body," Alexander

PHOTO CREDIT: ERICA FRANKLIN

From left: Accounting majors Stephen Peoples, Jonathan Ferguson, Andrea Broadhurst, Moneque Heyward, James McClelland and Janene
Robinson study vigorously in Bluford Library to ensure their on-time graduation on May 13, 2006. These students will beat the odds and graduate in four years.

said.

By Darrick Ignasiak

Current Editor in chief Erica
Franklin expressed concern for
the future outlook of the paper.
Franklin is a senior journalism
and mass communications major
with a concentration in print
journalism

Sports Writer

Franklin had to add the word
of her position
at the beginning of the year due
to the on-going debate on the
process of selecting the editor in
interim in front

chief.
Franklin said that the process

would turn the editor in chief
popularity con-

position into a
test.

Arnita Moody, the vice-president of Internal Affairs said that

See REGISTER, Page 2

Torri Hopkins changed her major three times; in the end it took her
five years to graduate.
According to A&T's Institutional Research, the 2005 graduating
class had one-out-of-five students graduate on time. The same class had
a 76 percent freshman retention rate.
"The transition from high school to college was different," said
Hopkins, a member ofthe 1998 freshman class and psychology major.
"I realized I wasn't going to pass a class so I would drop it, especially

math courses," she said.
Hopkins said she would have researched her major more and stayed
with her original concentration of child development. She later
changed her major to sociology and finished with a dgree in psycholo"It's a common occurrence these days...very few folk are graduating
within the four years. I run into folk who want to change their major
as a junior. In that case you need to shop for a major," said Dr.
Robert Davis, the chairperson of sociology and social work.
The political science and criminal justice departments had a 34 per-

Common sense money tips
By

Nakia Barriteau
Black College Wire
It starts off with buying those
but cannot
afford. Then the shoes you have
to buy to match the jeans. Don't
forget the visit to the salon to
complete this look. These are the
jeans that you like

some of the reasons college students are in debt.

According to the student-loan
provider Nellie Mae, the average
outstanding balance on undergraduate credit cards in 2005 was
$2,169, although credit card debt
has decreased 15 percent from
2000.

Joi Brown, a junior at
Hampton University, has con

eluded that college students are
they want more
than they can afford. "Their eyes
are bigger than their stomachs,"
she says.
Brown said her own debts are
the result of college loans. She
said college students should
develop a budget to monitor
their spending.
"It lets you know where your
money is going and it keeps you
disciplined," she said.
Brown also said people should
follow their instincts when shopping. "If you see something and
in debt because

The A&T Register
Box E-25, 1601 E. Market St
Greensboro, NC 27411
Newsroom (336) 334-7700
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you are having second thoughts
about buying it, more than likely
you do not need it."
Patricia Peters, a junior at the
University of Central Florida, seconds Brown's advice. She said
developing a budget keeps her
out of debt.
Peters said she was forced to
monitor her spending after her
mother told her she would have
to pay her own college tuition.
Now she says she shops only for
items she needs, or window

shops.
"Having debt is not cool,"
Peters said
In addition to developing a
budget, Peters said she saves up
for an item before buying it. She

said she had accumulated enough
to buy a car without having to
take out a car loan.
To make sure that her bills are
paid on time, Peters said she uses
an easy-pay option in which
money is taken directly from her
checking account.
Peters said she believes her
future will be "pretty smooth." "I
do not have to worry about
owing people or late payments,"
she said.
A lot ofother college students
are in debt, however, and for that
reason Donnella Hardee, a loan
officer at Sandhills Bank in

cent on-time graduation rate for 2001. In 2004, 70 percent of 80 students in the freshman class were retained.
"I'm a little surprised. I use to work at another university, where
retention rates were low. I wonder if it's an institutional problem or is
it the nature of programs," said Derick Smith, an adjunct instructor in

the political science department.

Smith is a former instructor at Fayetteville State University, where in
1997 they had the lowest on-time graduation rate of 18 percent among
the 16 universities that make up the UNC system.
"If it was just institutional, everyone would graduate in five years,"
Smith said. "It's because people are leaving college."
The department of agriculture had the highest on-time graduate percentage with 57 percent. Though there were only seven students in the
freshman class.
Davis believes students should not have jobs outside of college and
implementing this rule would drastically increase the graduation rates
"If I had it my way no students should work," Davis said.
The 1997 analysis of the UNC system showed that 21.5 percent of students graduated on-time. UNC-Chapel Hill had the highest on-time
graduation rate of 69 percent. A&T was eighth among the 16 schools

in on-time graduation.
Smith said there should be more stringent admission requirements,
and faculty advisers should stress on-time graduation problems.

Rashid addresses
conflict resolution
By Sophia Downing

global societies

Contributor

The workshop took place in
the auditorium of the New
Classroom Building. Teachers,
undergraduates and graduate students were in attendance.
Rashid cited various authors
and different Web sites in her

Dr. Judy Rashid conducted
A&T's first Negotiation and

Conflict Resolution workshop

23.
Rashid was chosen to present
by Dr. Nita Dewberry, the associate dean of the College of Arts
& Sciences.
The Institute on Negotiation
and Conflict Resolution is currently undergoing planning
toward establishment as a UNC
System Institute. The Institute
has a mission, a vision and four
set goals.
The goals are to tespond to the
on Feb.

PHOTO CREDIT: END-CREDIT-CARD-BET.COM

Bank loan officer Donnella Hardee says students should not accept
special offers from credit card companies.
North Myrtle Beach, S.C., said

students should not accept special offers from credit card companies.

Students who want to avoid
debt should have one credit card
with a low interest rate, she said.
"Read the fine print and know
what you're signing," Hardee said.
The loan officer said students
should charge only what they can
afford to pay when the bill
comes: "If you cannot afford it,
then do not buy it."
Hardee said being in debt can
cause depression and ruin an
individual's credit score if he or
she makes a lot of late payments
"If yout debt ratio is too high

and your credit score is low, you
can hang it up," Hardee said.
"How you pay your bills determines your credit score. It can
take up to 15 years to pay off
$15,000 worth of debt if a person only makes minimum payments on the account," Hardee
said. "It can take at least 36
months to pay offbetween
$3,500 and $3,600."
Hardee said she does not
blame students for their debt
problems, rather the credit card
companies who target them.
Nakia Barriteau is a senior print
journalism major at Hampton
University.

needs of negotiation and conflict

resolution in the university, local
communities, and global societies; to teach and to conduct
ongoing research in the area of
negotiation and conflict resolution; to serve as a clearing house
for existing negotiation and conflict resolution programs

throughout the nation; and to

conduct focus groups meetings
on as- needed basis for the university, local communities .and

Have a safe spring break!

presentation pertaining to areas

of conflict. She addressed the
student body and teachers in
how they each play a role in conflict.
Rashid's primary job is to judicauses of misconduct. She
informed teachers that they can
not assume that students know
how to manage conflict.
"Show students the way, and
they will deliver," she said
Rashid was the hall director of
Barbee years ago and has taught
at the high-school level.
Is conflict positive, negative, or
both? This was the first question
cata

addressed in the program.
Rashid said that conflict is neither positive nor negative; it just
is.

Rashid thinks conflict should
be an expectation. She said that

See CONFLICT, Page 2
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Register offers discount on student ads
Here are our current rates

Back Page 6 col.x 21 inches: $1032.00
Full-page 6 col.x 21 inches: $882.00
Half-page 6 col.x 10.5 inches: $441.00
Quarter-page 3 col.x 10.5 inches: $220.50
Eight-page 3 col.x 5 inches: $105.00
Sixteenth-page 2 col.x 4 inches: $56.00 (The minimum ad size for is 4 column-inches [4 x 1, 2 x 2 or lx 4])

A 20 percent discount is offered to students
Payment is requested in the form of a cashier's check at the time of purchase.
Advertising deadline:
Space reservation deadline: The Wednesday before publication(one week before ad runs)
Ad copy deadline: The Wednesday before publication (the week the add runs).
March 8
March 15
March 15
March 22
March 22--March 29
March 29—April 5
April 5
April 12
April 12
-April 19
April 19-April 26
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this has been something that has
been "on the books" for a long
time.

Moody said that with the way
the elections are set up this year,
there is little room for the elections to become a popularity contest.

"We can't use Facebook; it's
really like you have to go door to
door and talk to people."
She suggest that candidates
could write articles in the paper
on the different issues around
their campaigns instead of using
fliers, and students can vote off
of that.

"Administration

is

to see if the Register

looking at it

should be

viewed as a apprenticeship or as a
student organization. So, once
that decision is made, which is
an administrative decision, then
we will take it from there,"
Moody said.
"So it wouldrt't just be somebody that doesn't know about lay
outs and the things that the
Register does. You would have to
be qualified and have experience
at the Register just like you do
now," Moody said.
Many other HBCU's have been
dealing with the problems of not
having total freedom of speech as
guaranteed in the first amendment

of the United States consti-

tution. On Feb. 21, the U.S.
Supreme Court decided that it
would not hear a case challenging
censorship at public universities.

Franklin's fear about the outlook ofthe people is not contained to just the A&T Register.
Eddie Cole Jr., the editor in
chief ofthe Meter of Tennessee
State also has

concerns.

"I worry for the

editor in chief
that comes after me," said Cole
in an article written fot Black
College Wire. He points to a lack
of knowledge ofthe First
Amendment right to freedom of
speech as a problem for many

.

journalists.
Hampton University student
journalists ran into problems in

young

2003 when they did not print a
memo from the acting president

if conflict is all good all the time, students are not going to have a lot
of growth.
She encourages students to practice negotiation, which is the first
choice of interventions for managing conflict when a dispute arises
between students. Rashid said that students should talk to one another
face-to-face to resolve problems.
"Don't talk about each other on Facebook" said Rashid
Raven Rosario, a sophomore education major, said she thinks negotiation does not always work because other people live for drama and
some just get a kick out of hurting others.
"I have never used Facebook to communicate with someone in a
negative way. If someone has a problem with me, I confront them faceto-face because that is what my parents taught me to do," she said.
"Sometimes I try to handle it in a positive way, but in most situations I
respond to the other person in the same manner that they communicated with me, and it's usually negative behavior."
Rashid said students we should look for alternatives in how to
resolve our conflicts.
"Resolving conflicts does not mean an individual has to lose.We are
different from one another and we should accept that," she said.
Rashid expresses that students should study his/her university and
job for conflict and then move accordingly.
"We are at a place where conflict is inevitable,"she said.
■
As the lesson went on, students learned that conflict brings about
change

"We should tun towards it, and not away from it. Change equals
adaptation and adaptation equals survival. Once we understand this
equation you will be able to take yourself over the rocky roads of life."
Rashid strongly believes in making peace makers through out the
world.
"I'm passionate and I love students," she said.
During the lecture she enforced that teaching always works.
In her closing remarks, Rashid said she is rather pleased that the
university feels the need to teach the principles of conflict resolution.
Rashid has degrees in psychology and higher education. She attended both A&T and North Carolina State University, but she is an
"Aggie first and Wolf pack by necessity," Rashid said.

of the university on the front
page. The administration confis-

cated 6,500 copies of the
Hampton Script and destroyed
them.
The Student Press Law Center
deals with cases of this nature
often. Mark Goodman is the
executive director of this nonprofit organization. He noted in
recent years he has seen a rise in

calls seeking help for censorship
especially from HBCU's.
Some student editors have said
that sometimes when administration steps in, freedom of press
and speech are taken from students.

TOGETHER. WE MAKE PROGRESS POSSIBLE

If you are looking for a career on the cutting edge of technology.
Caterpillar is-«the place to be. No matter what we do, our
commitment to excellence in every aspect of our business has
made Caterpillar a symbol of strength, respect and integrity all over
the world.
Jnlimit yourself at www.catcareers.com
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A&T students of various fields of study attended the first workshop
the Institute on Negotiation & Conflict Resolution on Feb. 23.

Nation & World
The A&T Register
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Color makes difference at skin center
By Ray Quintanilla

KRT

—

CHICAGO Doctors say you
can't fully understand human
skin unless you first recognize the
differences among AfricanAmericans, Hispanics, Asians and
other ethnic minorities.
That sounds obvious, yet for
generations, the

medical establishment has treated skin with little distinction for the immense
varieties in hues and types.
Earlier this month, however,
Northwestern University opened
a new Center for Ethnic Skin.

Attacks
in Iraq
kill 24
By Nancy A. Youssef

KRT

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Despite a
rash of insurgent attacks on Feb.
26 that killed at least 24 people,
an anxious calm settled over Iraq
after four days of rage triggered
by the bombing of a Shiite shrine
that threatened to plunge the
country into all-out civil war.
The relative calm stemmed in
part from a curfew that banned
vehicular traffic in the country's
four central provinces, including
Baghdad. Iraqis voiced anxiety
over what would happen once the
curfew is lifted Monday morning.
Even so, last Sunday was
pocked by sporadic violence, as
attackers launched several mortar
attacks in one Baghdad neighborhood, killing 16, police said.
Elsewhere in Baghdad, a roadside
bomb killed two U.S. soldiers
and a third was shot, the U.S.
military said. Clashes also broke
out near a Sunni mosque in the
eastern Baghdad neighborhood of
Ghaziliyah, police said. And in
Basra, an explosive detonated in a
Shiite mosque's washroom,
killing three
Such attacks paled beside the
mass upheaval that erupted after
the Feb. 22 attack on the
Askariya shrine, one ofShiite
Islam's holiest sites, in the largely

Officials with the center say it
is, in part, a response to improving medical understanding about
how some skin conditions, from
keloids to acne, behave differently
in people

ofcolor.

It is also a matter of demand,
with a growing community of

color seeking and having the
money to. pay for specialized treatment.

"This is exactly the kind of care

I've been looking for," said
Juanita Butler, 34, an AfricanAmerican woman being examined at the center for abnormal
pigmentation. "Women with dark
skin have needs that need to be

treated differently."
The combination of new
demand, better knowledge and
changing attitudes toward ethnicity is making itselffelt throughout
the medical world.
Studies show one new drug is
superior in treating heart conditions among African-Americans.
Physicians say the effectiveness of
medications that fight HIV can
also vary among ethnic groups.
A national survey of 600 physicians last year found 85 percent
favor targeting drugs by a
patient's ethnic or racial group
because doing so can help bolster
a medication's effectiveness.

Dr. Paul Root Wolpe, a senior
faculty associate in the University
of Pennsylvania's Center for

Medications that workbetter in
one ethnic group over another
tend to be more functional
because of a person's genetic pro-

Bioethics, said such developments
hold promise, as long as they
don't lead to racial favoritism.
Issues of appearance and preconception in medicine can be
complicated, Wolpe said.
"Think about it: when a
woman comes into a clinic complaining about urinary problems,
we don't talk to her about an
enlarged prostate," he said.
"Medicine by its nature stereotypes people. The problem comes
about when stereotypes dominate

file, not simply skin color.
But medical advances are helping fuel a growth in the field of
dermatology and other skin-related needs among people ofcolor.
In fact, it's become big business.
The buying power of the
nation's ethnic minorities is on
the rise, a fact that's enabling
more members of minority
groups to afford access to medical

a physician's thinking."

changing as the nation changes

care.

"Medicine and health care is

We are no different," said Dr.
Roopal Kundu, one of the
founders of the Center for Ethnic

Skin.
Minority women are leading
the shift, seeking help for problems such as vitiligo, which causes
pronounced skin blotching in
people of color. Keloids, eczema
and acne also require special
treatments in

darker skin-toned

people, the center's medical staff
said. Demand for plastic surgery
is also soaring among minorities,
growing 44 percent between 2000
and 2004, according to the
American Society of Plastic
Surgeons

We believe everyone's more successful in a flexible environment.
We want you to succeed. That's why we've created an environment that's conducive to
personal and professional growth and success. At Ernst & Young we're offering an opportunity
to learn from some of the best talent in the industry. So visit us on campus, or on the Web at
ey.com/us/careers. Whatever's best for you. We're flexible.

Sunni city of Samarra. Ever since,
the nation has seemed torn
between those who want to spark
a civil war and those desperate to
avoid it.
Last Sunday, the latter seemed
to be prevailing, despite the violence, as politicians, residents and

clerics said everyone was taking
subtle steps to avoid widespread
fighting.

"Iraq cannot handle another

catastrophic event," said Hassan
Mohammed Khalid, 46, of Tikrit,
a northern Sunni city.
The collapse of the Askariya
shrine's golden dome, in one of

the biggest attacks since the end
of Saddam's Hussein's regime,
shook the country so deeply that
even Shiite clerics had a tough
time tempering their followers
anger.

"It's a time of testing for the
Iraqis," said Stephen Hadley,
President Bush's national security
adviser. "They've stared into the
abyss a bit, and I think they've all
concluded that further violence,
further tension between the communities, is not in their intetest."
Rebel cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, a
key figure in containing strife,
encouraged his supporters to
refrain from violence. In a
speech, he charged that U.S.
forces are using Saddamists,
Baathists and othet enemies of
Iraq to spark a civil war because
America wants to split the
nation.

"Do you want to cavort with
the occupiets?" Sadr asked, referring to Americans. Thousands
responded, chanting, "No, no to
the occupiers. No, no to Satan."
If not, al-Sadr continued, "Do
not assault the houses of God.
Love each other and be brothers
so our country will be stable, safe
and independent from the occupation. We want to get the occupiers out of the country."
Even some of the largely Shiite
Iraqi police and army forces,
which Sunnis say raid their neighborhoods, tried to defuse tensions

Quality In Everything We Do
006 Ernst & Young up

Arts & Life

Quote of the week:
"Worrying is like a rocking
chair. It gives you something

to do, but it doesn't get you
anywhere." Van Wilder

-
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Student studies in France

PHOTO CREDIT: RAYMOND HAWKES

By

Greai, who weatsherhairnarural, said she

Candace Moore
Black College Wire
IhtmaeAfrirHn dmm beatsbelbwed throughout
theholbw chapelatVigina Union Unirasfty.
"H air is a touchy, dierse topic," petcusafanist
AncEstorG oH Skypioclain ed through the ihythm s
ofthem ebdicbeats.
'"Yes," responded TigaBiah,an 18y2aroll fiBaim an, fori the audience. 'Thatis a touchy topi:."
This touchytopic affitm ed byBiMh and m any in
theaudiencewasexplDiBd Feb.17 in "Beyond
In age, Em ancpatbn thiough SelfD isoowry," a
program addrssahgisaies ofcultural awareness
through hairin piofessbnalsociety, in salfexpiessbn and in beauty.
The interactive disouaaon, held in C obum
C hapelon the R idim end, Va., cam pus, attracted
about75 students, faculty and localcatisisweariig
Iocs,pern s, Afros, wea\«s, wigs and othertextures
and styles ofhairon an unuaialywarm February
afternoon.

'"This is a chance to brhg aboutblack cuIlue,"
said Patricia G teen, CEO ofW PG M arkethg&
C cm m unicatbns, Sic, the program
compariy.

piesaad herhairinto the 1960sbecauseno one had
esrartoldherherhairwasniceii itsorghalfDim
She began to embrace herethnicityii the 1970s

.

asaVUU
the slogan
'black isbeautifuL"
'Ucwwe have a culture wherewe redefine whati
natural," she said. "It is ssen through m use videos
and popular culture."
Si a air\eyof 152 black fen ale students at
VirgiiiaUnion by
psychology™ ajo:rs atthe university, 67 percent agreed thathairplays an inportantrolein 1he
ofAfrican American women.
The dialogue featured a tenowned panelinclidiig G race B lake, executes producer ofSpike Lee's
m ovie 'SchoolD aze"; Y-vette Sm alls, producer of the
award-wlining 1998 docum entary 'H airStories"
and stylistto audi celabrirjesasshgerErjcBenet
and poet Sons Sanchez; C apiece JacksonG arrett,
ao-ereatorof N appy C olectbles,a Iheofwearables,
accessories and norely item s; and Ancestor G old
SkyperoussbnistfcrStevieW onderand PattL
LabeTJe.The eventwas facilitated byactress Tiffany
Jana.Likefour ofthe five paneltFts, Oana has natural
rxs.
'G row iig Iocs was them ost ]±3etating experience

ofm y life," shesari. "B: was a transform ing journey.
I started one wayand cam e out totally different on

the otherside."
A Irhough Ganareceived self-affirm atbn bylocing
herhair, shehasbeen asked to cutherIocs in her
professionallife.
"C tossing thatlineis the hardest thiig ever," she
said offachg thatprospect. "Itn here to sayknow
whatyou'regetthg into, understand whatyou're
doing and how ±'s going to affectyou ±1 the
future." She chose to keep herIocs. In fact, she
wrote a letter to one ofherpotentalem plovers stating thatshe thought ±wasunfairfor them to give
heran ultm atum .
Jackson€ arrett, co-ereatorof "Tm happy, Im
nappy" colectbles, said shehad spent tin e in
South Am Fjriran countries and in Paris. W hole in
theseplaces she said she "felta freedom forbeauty"
because foreigners did not focus on the sam e stereotypes -em phasdzing hair -as Am ericans.
'They em braced m e forwho I was, not who they
wanted m e to be," she said.
Sm alls sail she began herquestto lesearrh hair
after a bad experience in a sabn durhg hercollege
years letoher questioning whether stylistsraaJy
knew or caredabout the health of theircustom ers'

hair.

"1 was flabetgasted," she said.
Now, Sm aTJs, a stylist form ore than two decades,
ownsa hair studio in W estPhiladelphia, Pa. She
travels the natbn ushg hernegative experience of
more than 20 yearsago to share whatshe has

learned.
'Im prom othg healing and selfawarenesB in a
tm e where lepctbn bfnaturalhaid is a m aprproponent in this society," she said.
G oU Sky spoke upon aboutnatutalhairfrom a
m an spoiitofvdew
H e sari m anyEuropean worn en ask hin , 'W by
don tAfefcan Am erran worn en Ike to weartheir

.

nateralhair?'
H is response caused the m ostdabgue it the
audience when he stated, 'lean onlyisplybecause
you,"Aft±an Am erran worn en, 'Wantto look Ike

than ."
Sari B lake, theproducer, "It's about tm ewe start
looking atwho we are as people. W eare a beautiful
people no m atter ifwehave sdaighthair, nappy

hair or a bald head."

CandaceM cote, a airimtatVirgrmUniri
Unietsiry,wrtesfx1heVUU lifcamer.

Dear Atjjie,
you are invitedto become a part of
Come to mntrmdors meetinqs—

Open late

TACO

Wednesdays @m,m^MW^3

Hours magvary at
participating locations.

..

Catering by

Vow (Recipe

forSuccess
336.370.0426

Major credit cards accepted PH Hjrn r
n
at participating locations. L__ I lUr 1 | | | 2
Pepsi, Pepsi Cola, Cruiser Cup and the Pepsi Globe design are registered trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. ©2005TACO BELL CORP. 4010-5
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$2°°OFF!
Uf$ ! Nachos BellGrande.
WlthVahdStudentlD.

509-M Edgewortli Street

qreensboro, WC 27401

Q
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Offer expires 4/30/06. Offer good only at participating |
Offer expires 4/30/06. Offer good only at participating
TACO BELL® locations in the greater Greensboro and
TACO BELL® locations in the areolar Greensboro and
Ml
Winston-Salem, NC areas. Offer excludes Grande Combo. I
Winston-Salem, HC areas. Offer excludes Chicken and
Please present this coupon when ordering. Limit: One coupon per
Steak versions. Please present this coupon when ordering. Limit:
person per visit. Not good with any other offer. Void if copied,
I -w-n*~f~* One coupon per person per visit. Nat good with any otheroffer. Void
TACO
__^T" transferred, reproduced or where prohibited. Cash redemption
c0Pie transferred, reproduced or where prohibited. Cash
■
■*"s B ! value l/20th cent. ©2005 TACO BELL CORP. 4010-5
BELL
redemption value l/20th cent. ©2005TACO BELL CORP 4010-5
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What's NewsIn Businessand Finance
Tech Jobs Rebound,
For the Experienced
Job growth has returned to Silicon Valley-for higher-skilled workers.
From Hewlett-Packard to midand small-size firms such as Netflix
and Adobe Systems, tech firms have
movedlower-skill jobsout of the Silicon Valley area to cheaper locations,
or outsourced them to foreign countries. The jobs they are creating locally oftenrequire specialized skills
in engineering and design.
At Netflix, for one, hiring of engineers in departments such as Web

engineering and product development jumped 20% to more than 50
people in 2005 alone. "Our new engineers have an average of seven to 15
years experience," says Patty Mc-

Cord, Netflix's chief talent officer.
"Five years ago, we hired people
with three to five years of experience."
A study by Joint Venture Silicon
Valley, a nonprofit group representing businesses and government
agencies, found a net increase in Silicon Valley jobs in 2005 for the first
time in four years.

The Oscar for Host
With Most Ads...
Faced with an Academy Awards
program featuring few blockbuster
movies and a host who is more niche
than mainstream, ABC is trying
some new advertising tactics to attract viewers. For starters, it's giving the host an unusual amount of
advance screen time.
ABC created more than two
dozen Oscar promo spots for the runup to the awards show, and host Jon
Stewart was in every one. Mike Benson, senior vice president ofmarketing at ABC, says this is the first time
theWalt Disney Co. network has put
the Oscar host in all of the plugs. Although the cable-TV personality is a
best-selling author in addition to being the acerbic host of Comedy Central's "The Daily Show," he isn't a
star with the profile of Chris Rock,
Billy Crystal, Whoopi Goldberg or
David Letterman, all previous Acad-

emy Award hosts.
"You still don'twant to take it for
granted everybody knows him," Mr.
Benson says.

Burger King Tries
Value Menu—Again
Burger King rolled out its national value menu of 10 products
priced at up to $1.39, as the No. 2
hamburger chain hopes to attract
cost-conscious customers but stay
profitable.
The company said it would sell

Whopper Jrs., four-piece chicken
tenders, small fries or onion rings,
side salads, 16-ounce softdrinks and
apple pies starting at $1. Restaurants in differentregions can add to
that list.

Wendy's and McDonald's have
long had value menus, but Burger
King has had trouble with the concept, which it first tried in 1997. It
ended its last national value menu in
2002 when customers bought less expensive itemsinsteadofhigher-margin products, which cut into profit,
the company has said.

"Burger King did not have premium products as well developed on
its menu as it now does," such asAngus burgers, TenderCrisp chicken

sandwiches and chicken fries, said
Russ Klein, chief global marketing
officer for Burger King. The new
value menu has been tested in some
markets for nearly two years as the
company calculated the right balance of profitability, Mr. Klein

Turning Around

Change in Silicon Valley jobsin the
second quarter compared to the
previous year:

Cars are lasting longer, causing
an impact on the way the auto industry works from the factory to the

dealership.
In 1977, half the cars on the road
survived until they were 10.5 years
old and you could expect to put about
107,000miles on a car, according to

'Worms' Turn on Apple Macs
Security Worries Grow
As Increasing Sales
Provide Bigger Target

Bearing Fruit
Number of Macintosh computers sold,
in millions

By Nick Wmgfield

sers of Apple Computer
Inc.'s Macintosh computers have long enjoyed the
technology equivalent of a

-15

I
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Source: California EmploymentDevelopment
Department via Index of Silicon Valley2006

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration data. By 1990, half the

cars put into service stayed on the

road for 12.5years, and owners could

expect to get 127,000 miles out of
their vehicles.
The government's latest survey,
using 2001 data, found that 50% of
cars were lasting 13 years, and drivers could expect to roll up 152,000
miles on a new vehicle over its life.
For car makers, the challenge is
clear: to push themselves harder to
create cars that basically don't
break, and simultaneously develop
new cars that are so compelling in
terms of design or technology that
some customers will be willing to
buy even though their existing ride
probably has four or fiveyears left in
it.

theirpart, have
accepted skinnier margins on newvehicle sales in part because they
were able to make it up in the service
Car dealers, for

shop.

force driving decisions to
keep older cars on theroad could be
One

demographics: The generation of
Americans now hitting driving age
is the largest since the peak of the
post-World War n baby boom. While
a lot of.teens want new cars, most
are probably getting the family's old
Impala or Camry instead.

Ask.Com Drops
'Jeeves' Character
The search engine Ask relaunched without the all-knowing
valet Jeeves, and now the Web siteis
hiring the ad firm TBWA\Chiat\Day

for a multimillion-dollar campaign
to remake its image.
The ad campaign is part of a
broad redesign of Ask, which is the
fifth-largest search engine, after
Google, Yahoo, MSN and AOL. Ask
had a market share of 5.5% in December including the traffic at its affiliated sites-Excite, iWon and MyWay-according to
ings.

Neilsen/NetRat-

Ask executives decided to drop
Jeevesfrom the name because they
want the site viewed as a general
search engine. Many consumers
considered Ask Jeeves a site for asking specific questions, like thepopulationof the U.S.
Dropping Jeeves also frees the
site from restrictions on the adult
content it can transmit, which were
part of the copyright agreement with
the estate of RG. Wodehouse, the
British author who wrote numerous
books featuring the resourceful
valet.

Odds & Ends
The U.S. economy grew at a 1.6%
annual rate during the fourth quarter of 2005, slightly stronger than

suggested by an earlier estimate.
Existing-home sales fell 2.8% last
month. Consumerconfidence dipped
inFebruary.

By JayHershey

added.

Longer-Lived Cars
Creating Ripples
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safe neighborhood, where
the viruses and security
nuisances that bedevil far more common Windows PCs are practically
nonexistent. Now, as the Mac is seeing some of its best sales in years,
bad guys appear to be casing the

joint.
In the past two weeks, information-security companies like Symantec Inc., Sophos PLC and McAfee
Inc. have identified several security
issues related to the latest version of
Apple's Mac operating system,
called OS X. Among the concerns:
two "worms," programs written by
unknown hackers that were designed to spread themselves to other
Macs through Apple's iChat instantmessaging software and Bluetooth

wireless-communications capability.
And in a reminder that Macs, like
Microsoft Corp.'s Windows software,
also contain potentially worrisome
security holes, a German graduate
student recently discovered a vulnerability in OS X that could let a
hacker install potentially damaging
code on a Mac through the systems'
Safari Web browser.

No Real Harm—Yet
The two worms were innocuous
compared with the most invasive
and destructive programs that
plague Windows computers; security experts referred to them as
"proof of concept" programs. The
worms didn't appear to inflict any
meaningful harm on Macs-they required users to go through several
steps on their computers before being infected. Yet the appearance of
the worms tripped alarm bells
among some Mac users and security
firms because they were part of a
very small handful ofmalicious Mac
programs, known in the tech world
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as "malware." Security experts believe itis only a matter of time before
more-virulent forms of malware for
Macs appear.

Alfred Huger, senior director of
engineering at Symantec's securityresponse operation, predicts there
will be a "gradual erosion" of the
idea that Macs are a safer operating
system thanWindows.

Traditionally, Macs have been a
far less appetizing target for hackers
for a simple reason: The Mac's tiny
share of the PC market, which
ranges from 2% to 57c, according to
most estimates, and the overwhelming dominance of Windows make
Windows computers a far more re-

warding pool of potential victims.
That was true in the days when writing malware was primarily a form of
sport, where digital pranksters
aimed to vandalize the largest number of PCs by, say, leaving electronic
graffiti on their screens or disabling
the machines entirely.
More recently, security firms estimate that as much as two-thirds of
all malware spread through the Internet is motivated by profit, including malicious code that criminals
use to harvest credit-card numbers
from PCs to aid in identity theft or to
turn machines into "zombies" for relaying spam to email accounts
across the Net. Other forms of malicious code known as spyware or adware can capture users' keystrokes

as they enter passwords to banking

sites or deliver irritating pop-up windows with advertisements as they
surf the Web.
Security researchers say they
have recorded between 100,000 and
200,000 viruses-a term often used
interchangeably with worms to describe malicious programs that

spread by copying themselves-for
Windows and previous Microsoft operating systems. For Mac OS X, the
number can be counted on one hand.
Apple is becoming a higher-profile target, though. While Apple's
market share remains small, its Mac
business was booming last year: The
company sold 4.7 million Macs in calendar 2005, a 35% gain from the 3.5
million it sold in 2004 and far better
than the 16% growth for the PC industry as a whole during the same
period. Apple's visibility as a company has never been higher, with the
smashing success of its iPod music
player, an iconic device that has introduced many Windows users to Apple technologies for the first time.
For now, it doesn't appear that

malware authors have directly targeted viruses and worms at Apple's
iPod, which dominates the digitalmusic-player market. Some security
experts, though, have warned of a
differentkind ofrisk associated with
the device: iPods and other portable
storage devices like keychain memory sticks could provide a convenient, inconspicuous device for allowing a skilled hacker to bring soft-

ware tools into a corporate network
or for stealing sensitive information
off a company network.
Apple's iTunes Music Service,be-

cause it is tightly controlled by the
company, hasn't been a source of securityproblems for users in the past,
unlike file-sharing networks where
users are free to swap whatever files
they want, including viruses in some
cases.
In response to the vulnerability
recently identified, the company
said in a statement, "Apple takes security very seriously. We're working

on a fix so that this doesn't become

something that could affect customers. Apple always advises Mac
users to only accept files from vendors and Web sites that they know
and trust."
Tighter Windows
Meanwhile, Microsoft, bruised
by years of malware assaults on
Windows, has patched up many of
the worst security holes in Windows
XP. The company is also promoting
Windows Vista, the next version of
its operating system, due out later
this year, as a big leap in PC security. Windows Vista's hardened security includes Windows Defender, a

program executives say will block
spyware and other potentially harmful software from the Internet.
Graham Cluley, a senior technology consultant at Sophos, says better
software defenses will only go so far,
though. Many viruses and worms,
for instance, don't exploit security
holes in operating systems. Instead,
they use what are called "social en-

gineering" techniques to trick users

into doing things that they shouldn't
do, like unwittingly installing programs. The Anna Kournikova worm
from 2001, for example, infamously
tricked Windows users into installing it by masquerading as photos of the leggy Russian tennis star
attached to e-mails.
Rather than weaknesses in operating systems, such approaches exploit "a bug in peoples' brains, which
is much harder to patch," Mr. Cluley
says.
Robert A. Guth contributed to this
article.

New Network
To Showcase
Greed, Sex
By Brooks Barnes

News

Corp. will launch a new
broadcast network called
My Network TV in September, a swift and aggressive

response to Time Warner
Inc. and CBS Corp.'s decision to form the CW network.
My Network TV will strive to attract viewers aged 18 to 49 with a
unique prime-time gameplan: It will
air new episodes of the same show
every night of the week, a programming format more akin to daytime
television than prime time.
High-brow the endeavoris not. My
Network TV will kick off with two
campy, sex-drenched dramas in the
style of Spanish-language telenovelas: "Desire," about two brothers
fleeing the Mafia who find themselves in love with the same woman;
and "Secrets," which focuses on
"greed, lust, blackmail and blind ambition" at a fashion company, accord-

ing to TwentiethTelevision.

CBS and Time Warner's plans to
combine their UPN and WB networks
into a jointly owned entity called the
CW threatened to leave 10 major-market stations owned by News Corp.

with nothing to air in prime time.

Those stations currently carry UPN
network programming. About another 200 TV stations owned by other
companies would have been in the
same situation. The CW plans to sign
some of these stations to carry its network, which starts up in September.
Now News Corp. will seek to get some
of these stations to carry its network.
It's unclear whether stations,
given a choice between the CW and
My Network TV, would consider the
latter as a viable option, media-buy-
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ers and analysts said.

The CW's advantage is that it will
air hit UPN and WB programs such as
"Everybody Hates Chris" and "Smallville" along with new series, and will
focus on viewers aged 18 to 34, the
group advertisers pay a premium to
reach. My Network TV will offer 12

hours of untested prime-time programming a week.
Fox says it will quickly substitute
in other programs if a show isn't
working, and says it expects ad rates
to be competitive with other networks. As for theracy programming,
News Corp. officials note that the Fox
network launched in 1987with a lewd,
atypical sitcom as its centerpiece:
"Married, With Children."
Suzanne Vranica contributed to this

article
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future cloudy

Truth, facts and Black History
By Woodrow Bumbry

Guest columnist
In the past years, February has been a
month when television, radio and newspaper
bombards the black community and the rest
of the listening world with "Little Known
Black History Facts." It almost seems like the
world tries to cram 400 years of history into
28 days. The facts that the media usually provides during this time are accurate and important not only to our community, but also to
all of America. But at the end of the day, and
end ofthe month, they're still just facts lacking truth. What's the difference you ask, well
facts are like having the rhyme without reason. Truth brings reasoning to the rhyme.
For example, let's say you were on an island
by yourself with a million dollars. The fact is
that you have a million dollars but the truth
is that the million dollars is worthless because

you're on an island by yourself with no one or
nothing to spend it on. Let's consider another example but this time from the past. The
facts behind the great sociologist Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. "I Have a Dream" speech is
that he wanted equality in America. But the
truth behind that speech was that King was
trying to relay a message to all men regardless
of race, color, or creed that we all have a
responsibility in which we are to fulfill. A
responsibility that entails that we as individuals have no insufficiency in our lives whether
it be materially or spiritually. Malcolm X
studied the Koran like the back of his hand
and was very knowledgeable about a lot of
social facts but it was not until he took his pilgrimage to Mecca that he found truth (revelation). He found truth regarding his religion
and his purpose in life. Facts are usually
given to us but truth has to be discovered
Black history month has acted as a benchmark for African Americans, a way to show

EDITORIAL CARTOONS

With 45 print journalism majors enrolled for the spring 2006 semesit is a mystery why there are only four print journalism majors on
the A&T Register staff. The rest of the staff consists of public relations
and electronic media majors.
A key concern for the current staff is the condition of the newspaper
next year. With only two people on staff right now that will return
next year, how will a newspaper be printed every week?
It is troubling to know that there are student organizations such as
the National Association ofBlack Journalists on this campus with very
few people who actually write for the student newspaper. It is also disturbing to know that we have a journalism institute and an accredited
journalism department but no true encouragement for print majors to
write or work for the newspaper.
It seems that there is just not enough motivation.
The current staff has been asked to visit classes and persuade people
to write for the paper. Yet, is it. the staffs job to tell student's that it is
vital to write for one ofthe campus' main sources of communication?
Why should the staff tell communication majors they need to commuter,

tribute to our prominent leaders of the past
and present. Unfortunately, the facts in
which we continue to collect yearly are just
signs oftokenism hiding the truth that we are
still not free. A songwriter once wrote "...free
your mind and the rest will follow". This
statement is not true, because freedom starts
in the heart (spirit). The mind can be trained
but the heart will always be untameable. 1
encourage you to discover the truth behind
this statement and you will discover freedom.
Please continue to collect facts because they
do have their place in life but you should also
develop a desire to "walk in truth."
"The Mind stores facts but mith comes
from the Heart" Anonymous

-

Those who would like to begin their freedom walk please e-mail me at
liverightous@lxottnail.com

Walkers
invite
drivers 5
wrath
Being a driver on a college cam-

pus can be

dangerous. Not just
because of the other drivers, but
because of the walkers as well.
It seems that pedestrians, or
walkers as I call them, have it in
their head that
they have the
right-of-way no,
matter the situation,

However, I'm

nicate?

sad to report
that this is not
the case.
Walkers only Ph
have the

Another thing that worries the A&T Register staff is; lack of skills
students studying journalism and mass communication have.
are
some students uncertain about how to write a news story, put
Why
quotes in quotation marks, or use proper AP Style? Faculty should
take notice of these issues.
I guess faculty could blame it on the students, and say that many of
them do not care to learn everything they need to succeed. Yet, it is
faculty's job to lead us.
The final issue that needs to be addressed by the staffof the A&T
Register is the editor in chief situation.
It is unethical for the editor in chief position to be placed on any
type of ballot. Do you know of any editor in chief that has been
"voted into office?" Nope!
How hard is it for administration to take the editor in chief position
off of the university's constitution? HELLO! The first amendment of
the U.S. Constitution prohibits abridging or interfering with freedom
of speech or press. Just to say it in short—government and the press
don't mix, unless reporters are writing about politics.
It is funny how administration wants to have a say in who's the next
editor in chief. Question: Do the members ofthis administration
know the duties of the editor in chief?
Any organization will fall when there is a lack of commitment of students, a disregard for national law and a lack of concern by faculty.
Will this be the case for the A&T Register?
some

right-of-way

when they're in the crosswalk.

Why do you think the signs say

"Yield?" Other than that they're

fair game.
There are quite a few student
drivers who don't appreciate the
brazen attitude that some walkers
show to the drivers. They come
out into the street and expect the

driver to stop on demand. It's
like they're saying "You'd better
stop if you know what's good for
you." It's only out of the goodness of a driver's heart that walkers are able to cross the street.
And it isn't just student drivers
who have a problem with walkers
Yes, some teachers also have

grudges against these walkers
One teacher has said that sometimes she gets the urge to just
continue driving. If someone
gets rundown, oh well
Now don't misunderstand. It's
not that we hate stopping for
walkers. It's just the lack of consideration that gets under our
skin. Once we decide to let you
cross do we get any thanks? We
do, but only from a grateful few.
Now I will stop if a person wants
to cross; especially for a woman.
What can I say? It's the gentleman in me. I'll have to think
about it if it's a guy.
Please don't be mad at me for
this. I only say this because I

Editorials in the above column represent the opinion of the A&T
Register editorial board.

care.

Cable on A&T's campus is too crazy
Good luck trying to
watch an NBA game
with squiggly lines.
Look! Its ESPN2, its ESPNU,
its ESPN Deportes... nope, nope,
its just the ever-changing channel
51.
Along with channels freezing
up for days or weeks at a time,
channels blacking out or channels just flat-out being too distorted to watch, A&T's on-campus
satellite is fine.
Aside from the fact that some
channels have a volume so low
that they could be used as dog

whistles,A&T's satellite is fine
I mean, who doesn't like their
tv searching for signal every time
it rains? Even when your favorite
player is pulling up for the gamewinning shot?!
As a junior here at A&T, the
satellite situation is becoming just
flat-out unbearable, especially
from a sports fan's perspective
I miss a lot of Duke games here
on campus, while other people
who have regular cable can see
every last one of Duke's games
Lets be honest, what cable
channel changes every week like
A&T's channel 51? Not a one!
Want to watch an NBA game?
Not if its on TNT at A&T! This
channel has been so distorted,

instead of a bootleg channel that
A&T students randomly play the
same movies on throughout the
Photo
night?
not
I hope someone truly fixes this
available
disgrace of what A&T calls televi
sion programming because I seriously wish it upon nobody to go
years.
1
an
watcning
JOSH CAPERS triroutogh tne conversation that
through:
had
go
or
a
game
NBA
Random Student: "Hey Josh,
movie on TNT is
a
did
trying
you see Duke lose its only
solve
rubik's
cube
like
to
game of the season to
that's been glued together.
Georgetown?"
When is it going to end?
stuMe: "Nah, CBS was blacked
the
on-campus
When will
out.
dents' tuition be equivalent to
Random Student: "Oh, that
those of the Aggie Suites or Pride
Hall? When will we, too, be able
was the best game I've ever
seen.
to enjoy regular cable, and when
will we be able to enjoy HBO
that seeing
through the squiggly lines has been
a puzzle I have
not been able to
unscramble for
the last three

Sports
Lady Aggies lose close
battle to Norfolk State
Jamar Davis

By

Reporter

By

One could call it a mix of
for freshman Christopher Faison during the closure
of Monday's game at Corbett
Sports Center. Just two minutes
left into the game, the point
guard from Durham committed a
defensive mistake.
As he went back to the bench,
A&T (6-20, 6-10 MEAC) coach
Jerry Eaves showed his temper to
him with a few words.

close for the

majority of the game with the
largest point margin being six

Faison would redeem himself.

points

Ahmad Williams gave A&T
the first two
points. Norfolk State responded
with a slow 7-2 run with contributions from senior guard
Brenda McClary with a lay-up, a
three-pointer from Ashley Green
and Ashley Bowman with a jumpshot.
The Lady Aggies started to
answer back bringing the game
to a tie and take the lead thanks
to Kira Tillman making both
foul shots, but NSU's Ashley
Bowman was sent to the line
directly after because offreshman
forward Tiffaney Grady.
The score remained close
with scores like 12-9, 15-16, 2018. It was then after a NSU threepointer. The Lady Aggies pulled
into a 6-0 scoring drive with the
score being 27-21. Shareka Glover
dropped a three pointer, then
Tillman and Lakeisha Williams
both scored jump-shots during
the run
McClary helped end the run
with a lay-up, with a Spartan Ashley Bowman foul that sent Bianca
Johnson to the free-throw line in
which sheunade one out of two
shots and .38 seconds left on the

With five seconds left in the
contest, Faison broke away from
Hampton (12-14, 10-7) defenders
for a slam dunk and to finish
the Aggies 65-60 upset over the
Pirates.
"He cussed me out, but it was
a little motivation," Faison said,
who had eight points. "(The
dunk) was nothing; I do that all
the time."

a start by scoring

clock,

McClary scored another layup. As the Lady Aggies brought
the ball up the court they stalled
for time until .08 seconds when

Kira Tillman made a jumper to
end the halfand make the score
30-25.
At the beginning ofthe second half, senior forward Jasmine

Wilson ofNorfolk State drained
a three to bring the score 30-27.
Off the Spartan turnover
Glover made a lay-up along with
a Johnson lay-up, and a free
throw the Norfolk State center
Nadege Dareus.

Those were the last points
made for the next nearly four
minutes because of the Spartan
run that took place, which resulted in seven unanswered'points.
First, was Nadege Dareus off

Ignasiak

emotions

The last time these two teams
met was Jan. 28 with the Lady
Spartans winning that one as
game was

Darrick

Sports Reporter

After their last four games being on the road the Lady Aggies
were able to come to the Corbett
Sports Center to play the Lady
Spartans of Norfolk State. The
result was a 59-57 loss on Feb.

well. The

Walk-on leads
Aggies to victory

A&T led most of the game
and the lead changed hands four
times. The Aggies led at halftime
28-23.
PHOTO BY CHARLESWATKINS

Shareka Glover had a game-high five steals along
with six points and five assists against Norfolk
State.
the lay-up, and a 1-2 free throw
performance during the run, and
two lay-ups from McClary.
That is when A&T called a
timeout because the score was
now 35-34 and the lead had went
from a six point lead to a one
point lead exactly two minutes
After the timeoutTillman
and Williams scored a quick four
points offLady Spartan turnovers, but afterwards Norfolk
State scored six points over time
thanks to Dareus who score four,
and Bowman picking up two that
made the score 40-39 that then
force A&.T to call a thirty second
timeout.

A foul by the Aggies Bianca

Johnson sent Spartan Areya

Walker to the foul line in which
she made both shots to make
stretch the run to eight points.
The Lady Aggies began inching
theirway towards taking the lead
with scores from Ahmad Williams, one foul shot and a lay-up
from Tillman, and both freethrows made by Bianca Johnson
to make the score 47-46 with the
Norfolk State still leading.

After both teams missed two
shots each, NSU scored to keep
the lead, but a foul by senior
guard Toia Johnson sent A&T to

the foul line to where the made
one of the two shots to stilltrail

behind.
Norfolk State began to pull
out once again offthe Dareus
assist that resulted in a lay-up
from McClary, and then Jasmine

Williams scored thanks to a Toia
Johnson assist to make the score
52-48.
A&T decided to make a last
run a couple times that resulted
in a tie during the last 1:56seconds of the game, but it was the
second tie at 57-57 that mattered
because with :01 second left Toia
Johnson of Norfolk State made
the lay-up that gave them the win
with a score of 59-57.
"Execution, we didn't execute
especially on the offensive end,"
A&T head coach Patricia CageBibbs said.

_

freshman guard led the team
with 15 points.
"We knew (Angelo) could do
it, tonight was his night," Jason

the Aggies' victory.
Eaves was very pleased with
Hernandez
"That's what I expected of
him. He is lightning-quick, that
is not to mistake," Eaves said.
The Aggies defense prevented
anyone on the Pirates team from
scoring double-digits. Hampton
was 33 percent from the field
shooting.
"It was the tempo we wanted
to play, but we didn't want 27

We out rebounded
them by 20," Pirates coach Bobby
turnovers.

Collins said.
The Pirates actually out-rebounded the Aggies by 19. Hampton
has now lostfive of its last six
games

A&T had

a team

free-throw

percentage of 59 percent, while
the Pirates had 52 percent.

The Aggies will play their last
home game of the season against
Howard today at 7:30.
"We are justgoing to prepare
for the Howard game and we are
going to go to the tournament
with the same exact attitude that
we always do. We are going to
play hard...and lay it on the line,"
said Eaves, who now have the
most conference wins ever in his
tenure at A&T.

The Aggies will be the No. 8
seed in the MEAC tournament,

PHOTO BY CHARLESWATKINS

Sophomore Jason Wills
pulled down nine rebonds and had three
steals and scored 14
points against Hampton
Monday night.

which will take place in Raleigh,
March 6-11.

This seed will most likely
match A&T up with Morgan
State. A&T has defeated them
twice.

"We can beat anybody in the
conference," Wills said.

Aggie

Baseball
March
-

1 UNC-Asheville War-Memorial Stadiui
3 Radford
War-Memorial Stadiu
4 Radford
War-Memorial Stadiu
5 Radford
War-Memorial Stadiu
War-Memorial Stadiur
7 High-Point
8 East Carolina Greenville, N.C.
Charlotte, N.C.
9 Charlotte

As far as MEAC competition
she said, "It's so close, we may be
sixth place where we are now or
it all depends on Hampton."
The final three games of
the season will be two at home
against Hampton on Monday,
Feb. 27, Howard Wednesday,
March 1 and an away game
Friday, March 3 against South
Carolina State before the MEAC
tournament begins
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Also showcasing his talent in
the effort was walk-on standout
Angelo Hernandez. The 6-foot-3

Wills said, who had 14 points in
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Sophomore Phil Brewington will have to
step up in place of Ail-American Jeremy
Jones who is out for the season with
broken bones in his right hand.
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For Information Call: (336) 334-7700

CELEBRATE BLACK HISTORY 365

Across
1.
5.

9.

12.
16.
18.
20.
21.

Mother of the Civil Rights Movement
Who was the first Black American to be elected to public
office?
Who was the first African-American senator AFTER
Reconstruction?
Maynard Jackson Jr. was elected the first black mayor of
what major black city in 1973
President who served the University betweenl892-1896
Which of these opera singers became the first African
American to become a permanent member of the
Metropolitan Opera Company?
Jesse Jackson's motivating slogan
First Black Greek Letter Organization founded by and for
African American women

Down
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
10.

11.
13.

14.
15.
17.
19.

/

Who was the first African-American Rhodes scholar?
Greensboro diner where A&T four were denied service
This Amendment, which granted African Americans the
right to vote
I have a dream
Book written by Alex Haley that was made into this television mini-series starring Halle Berry
Civil rights activists who was the leader behind the Little
Rock Nine in 1957
Who founded the Universal Negro improvement association?
Who was the first African-American Nobel Peace Prize winner?
Former slave and noted abolitionist who edited and published The North Star, an abolitionist newspaper
What Ralph Ellison's novel won the National Book Award
on Februarys, 1952?
Fifties singer who sang "Turn Me Loose"
In what year was North Carolina Agricultural & Technical
State University founded? 189?
The nation's oldest black athletic conference, which A&T
use to belong.

Win a $25 Gift Card to Best Buy
Be the first person to send answers to
v JrClassBlackHistoryPuzzle@yahoo com
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